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Analisi Domande Descritte
Strappa Giuseppe - .
all is good
[1051714] URBAN
MORPHOLOGY AND all it`s good
Best
PROFESSIONAL
Content of course : very good/very clear
PRACTICE
Lessons in class : good
Guest lecturers: very interesting
Number of people in class : too many - it affects the project review
decrease number of students in the class, dont spend a lot of time for the first part of
the exercise and try to cover the project before the exam, teach more about analysis
and road, pedestrian and landscape design, dont invite assistant to have lecture, I like
the lecture and professor
Give the students of prof. Strappa more credits for his excellent and relevant course he deserves more support from the faculty and smaller numbers of students enrolled.
I am very satisfied with this class. I find this course very stimulating and interessting in
the way it is approached and explained . We were initiated in this course to the Italian
school of Urban morphlogy which is a good teaching for all of us comming from
different countries.
I didnt check "the prog website?" so i can't say if the actual teaching content matches
with it.
This evaluation concern 2 courses but this form doesn't allow us to make distinction so
i evaluated the courses as a whole.
Both classes were very interesting and yes the lecturers stimulate interest
i learnt a lot in this course.
Lectures provided by professor were so interesting, giving deep understanding of
subject. Professor so helpfull always tries to increase interest to lectures ., i would say
most interesting subject and best professor of semester.
Loved this course, don't change anything!
NICE PROF STRAPPA, WE LOVED TO GET COURSE OUT OF CLASS, WE COULD
UNDERSTAND DIRECTLY ABOUT THE CASE.
No one knows how our grade is calculated nor do we know if we have 2 tests. It is so
frustrating! Why can't our notebook be graded out of 10 points? Our presentation is
10 points? And our final exam 10 points?
no,thanks
Professor Strappa was very helpful and supportive during the semester, we know he
did his best with us. However, many students were registered for this subject, so it was
impossible for the professor to provide support to each student during our group
works
Thanks so much professor! I really enjoyed the class and learnt a lot!!
The course was very well strcutured. To be taught by Prof. Strappa was an honour.
Contents were very clear. Just wish this had more credits dedicated and was not mixed
with economics which has no relation with Urban morphology.
The walking was awesome
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This course suppose to have a limit for number of students who can take this course
especially for the Erasmus and Exchange students. As normal student, I felt the class
for this course to crowded with small class, also it's hard to have consultation with
teacher intensely.
This discipline should have more credits, since it seamed of great importance to all the
students coming from different parts of the world. The subject was very interesting
and students presentations on study cases in their own countries.
thx u proff strappa and team
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Very good content and professor strappas method was very interesting and simplified
we
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